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The book has a good general index, a much-appreciated

index of ships’ names, and a useful list of abbreviations at 
the front of the book. This volume also includes five 
appendices that provide additional information that should 
be pertinent to both volumes of the history. The book is 
well supported by pictures and maps or chartlets. Some of the
chartlets dealing with convoy actions, however, are very busy
and hard to read, particularly for an uninformed reader. Not
all of the charts and maps are referred to in the text 
and, unfortunately, some that are don’t appear on the page the 
text indicates.

NHP is an important book for two reasons. First, it 
has provided, at last, the official history of the RCN’s 
operations in the Second World War. It puts the Canadian
contribution to the Battle of the Atlantic into its proper 
historical perspective. It makes no apologies for the well-
known poor performance of the RCN on Atlantic convoy 
runs from mid-1941 through December 1942. It shows that
the RCN made every effort to meet the need for convoy
escorts at critical times – often to the detriment of its 
own long-term operational efficiency. However, it clearly
demonstrates that it proved exceptionally difficult for 
a young, small, but rapidly-expanding navy with a limited
technological and industrial base to grasp, or strike a 

balance between, the complex inter-relationships involving
men, materials, equipment, experience, expansion, and 
training. 

NHP clearly puts this situation into proper perspective
by showing that it wasn’t all the RCN’s fault. It is also 
frank, however, in showing that the RCN was caught between
the RN and the USN, and that it was exceptionally difficult,
as a junior partner, to balance national interest with Alliance
interests, resulting in problems for long-term operational
efficiency.

No Higher Purpose is also important for a second, much
broader, reason. The research that went into developing 
this operational history has resulted in both a greater under-
standing of the body of Canadian naval history up until
Unification, and the plan to publish a revised history of the
RCN. No Higher Purpose, and those who have contributed to
it, have served a higher purpose of refining and broadening
the knowledge of Canadian naval history. No higher purpose
has been served and it is very welcome.

Lieutenant Commander Greg Hannah is an Assistant Professor at the

Royal Military College of Canada.
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I
n Fields of Fire, Terry Copp, a
professor at Sir Wilfrid Laurier
University, sets out to demon-
strate that the prevailing wisdom
about the Normandy campaign –

that the Wehrmacht was superior to 
its Allied counterparts and was only
defeated by superior numbers and
materiel – is wrong. Copp believes 
that the Allied forces performed much
better in the summer of 1944 than 
has been previously acknowledged.
Copp suggests that this is particularly
true of the Canadians, who the author
feels (pp. 13-14) played a role in
Normandy “all out of proportion to 
the numbers of troops engaged” and,
though their performance “was far 
from perfect,” it still compared very
favourably with the other Allied 
armies. This is a very admirable thesis –
and a very patriotic one – but it must 
be proven.

Much of Fields of Fire is based on a series of three 
lectures Copp delivered at the University of Western Ontario
in 1998. The topics of these lectures were “Military History
without Clausewitz”, Operation “Spring” in July 1944, 
and Operation “Totalize” in August. The first lecture, which
forms the basis of the opening chapter of Fields of Fire, 
is both a review of the historical literature on the 1944 
campaign, and an account of the preparation of First
Canadian Army for battle.

This literary review is engaging 
and interesting, but Copp does not devote
much space (about seven paragraphs 
in all) to the two seminal works that
must be taken into account when 
discussing the Canadian Army’s 
performance in Normandy. The first 
is C.P. Stacey’s The Victory Campaign
(published in 1960, not 1962 as Copp
would have it). Stacey was the Army’s
official historian and Copp implies 
(pp. 5-6) that Stacey’s critical comments
about Canadian soldiers in the summer
of 1944, which appeared on pp. 274-277
of The Victory Campaign, particularly
the statement (p. 277) that the Germans
“contrived to get more out of their 
training than we did,” are the genesis 
of the established wisdom that the
Canadian performance in Normandy
was not as good as it should have been.
In this regard, it is unfortunate that
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Copp (and the other historians who have castigated Stacey 
on this matter) did not see fit to quote an earlier passage 
(pp. 274-275) in The Victory Campaign in which Stacey 
provided the context for his statements:

All the Allied armies committed to the battle had one
thing in common: a high proportion of the formations
used had never fought before – and those that had
fought had operated under conditions very different
from those of the North-West Europe theatre. It 
is probably true, in these circumstances, that 
all the Allied forces had very similar problems,
and the comments upon Canadian formations
which follow could doubtless be applied with little
change to the British and American forces also.
(The emphasis is mine).

The lack of battle experience undoubtedly had its 
due effect within the Canadian formations. They 
did well, but they would certainly have done better
had they not been learning the business as they
fought. It is true that all had undergone exceptionally
long and careful training; but no training is entirely 
a substitute for experience of battle, and no division
has ever realized its full potentialities until it 
has actually been fought and thereby acquired the
“battle wisdom” and the confidence that can only 
be gained in time.

In these succinctly-written and accurate words, Stacey
makes his points clearly that the majority of Allied soldiers
who fought in Normandy were new to battle and that 
legitimate criticisms can be made about the performance of
all the Allied armies that fought in Normandy, not just the
Canadians. 

Stacey believed the Canadian soldiers did not benefit 
as they should have from their pre-invasion training. The
important subject of the preparation of First Canadian Army
for battle is a major theme in the second seminal work that
must be taken into consideration when examining the
Canadian record: John English’s 1991 book, The Canadian
Army and the Normandy Campaign: A Study of Failure in
High Command. One can agree or disagree with English’s
well-researched and well-reasoned study, but one simply 
cannot ignore it, and, certainly, English’s work deserves
more attention than Copp accords it. Rather than undertake 
a detailed examination of the massive body of evidence that
English accumulated to back up his thesis – and then present
a careful and organized refutation of that evidence – Copp
instead surmises (p. 6) that English, a Canadian regular
infantry officer with considerable staff and unit experience,
“seems to have shared assumptions about the comparative
combat effectiveness of the German and Allied armies that
were commonly held in NATO training and doctrine circles.”
He then summarily dismisses The Canadian Army and 
the Normandy Campaign with the comment (p. 6) that
English “decided before he began his research that Canadian
performance in Normandy was ‘lackluster’,” and “simply

echoed Stacey’s criticisms.” This statement, too, must be put
in proper context. English actually wrote (p. 3 of his book)
that, in contrast to the record of the Canadian Corps on 
the Western Front in 1918, “the Norman summer of 1944
appears in retrospect disappointingly lacklustre”. He adds
that his own purpose in writing The Canadian Army and the
Normandy Campaign was to answer just why this was so.

The writing of history is essentially a process of 
accretion – one author takes a subject so far, and then 
another author either refutes or adds to the first author’s
work. When examining Canada and Normandy, Stacey and
English are two historians whose work must be discussed in
detail – particularly, as is the case with Copp, if an author
wishes to change perceived wisdom about a subject. Copp,
however, simply sweeps aside the scholarship of the two
paramount Canadian historians of the Normandy campaign
with a few cursory remarks, and then proceeds to develop 
a quite different version of the campaign without ever 
properly addressing – or refuting – their arguments. Copp’s
unfortunate failure to ground his work on a solid foundation
of historical scholarship constitutes a fatal flaw in Fields 
of Fire.

It also results in some convoluted reasoning. On the
important subject of training, Copp avoids the thorny issue of
whether the Army’s preparation in Britain was adequate by
simply stating (p. 31) that:

Earlier accounts [e.g. English and Stacey] of the 
pre-invasion training period and previous discussions
of Anglo-Canadian battle doctrine were based on
assumptions about inadequate performance in
Normandy. Since the argument of this book [Fields 
of Fire] is that the Canadians and the rest of 21 Army
Group fought a highly successful campaign that
required flexibility and improvisation, it seems 
logical to suggest that both officers and men 
must have learned the essentials of their trade
before they entered battle. [The emphasis, once
again, is mine]

It may very well be logical to suggest it – the question is
whether or not it was true.

Having commenced with this rather sweeping general-
ization, Copp then presents his version of Canadian operations
in Normandy, one that differs markedly from that presented
by other knowledgeable commentators, notably English 
and Stacey. This should not concern the reader, however,
because, as noted in the quote above, Copp starts with the
premise that First Canadian Army “and the rest of 21 Army
Group fought a highly successful campaign that required
flexibility and improvisation.” Saying it is one thing; proving
it is quite another. Throughout his account of the campaign
(space restrictions unfortunately preclude the reviewer from
undertaking a more detailed examination), Copp not only
fails to present the evidence necessary to back up many of his
claims but also fails to develop a coherent argument that the
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reader can grasp readily and follow. This is unfortunate
because he does present some interesting new interpretations
(notably on the use of artillery and tactical aircraft), but they
get lost because of the author’s irritating habit of jumping
from one subject to another.

Among the claims made in Fields of Fire not backed up
by solid evidence is that concerning the heavy Canadian
casualty figures in Normandy. Copp states (p. 267) that they
came about because Canadian formations were “required 
to fight more often than their British counterparts,” thus
spending “a greater number of days in close combat with 
the enemy” with the result that they suffered higher losses. If
true, this is important new information, but the reader looks
in vain for what should be there – a day-by-day comparison
between the British and Canadian divisions of the time spent
by each formation in combat during the summer of 1944.

Copp also makes some statements so radical that they
lead one to question the extent of his knowledge of military
organizations. For example, consider his definition (p. 266)
of the role of the divisional commander:

The major responsibility of the divisional commander
and his staff was to ensure that the formation was pre-
pared for battle, and from a logistical and administrative
perspective, the Canadian armies were well served. 

Not only is this a confusing sentence, it comes perilously
close to reducing the duties of the commander, primarily

concerned with the proper co-ordination of all three combat
arms, to little more than those of a quartermaster.

In many ways, it is regrettable that Fields of Fire is 
not better researched and argued. Terry Copp’s purpose – to
prove that the performance of the Canadian Army in
Normandy was much better than has been previously thought –
is a highly laudable one. It’s right up there with hockey and
maple syrup in the patriotic firmament. The operative word,
however, is “prove” and, in that respect, the verdict on Fields
of Fire must be that of the old Scots law: “Not Proven.”

I have one additional critical comment to make about
this book. That concerns the poor quality of the maps and the
rather thin collection of photographs in Fields of Fire. Good
maps are absolutely essential in a work that discusses tactical
and operational military history in detail. However, it is very
difficult to follow Copp’s discussions of such matters using
the poorly-reproduced maps in this book. In addition, most 
of the two dozen or so photographs have been published
many times in previous books. I am fully aware that this 
may be the fault of the publisher, not the author, but I still
think that, in view of the price that the University of Toronto
Press is asking for Fields of Fire, they could have made a
much better effort in this regard. 

Donald E. Graves is a military historian and the author of two books that

deal with the Normandy campaign, including the well-received South

Albertas: A Canadian Regiment at War.
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T
here is an old Hindu fable where six blind 
beggars hobbling along the road run up against
an elephant. Each man grasps a different part 
of the elephant, and ecstatically describes the
animal as having entirely dissimilar physical

characteristics. At a quick glance, Talking Heads Talking
Arms would seem to fall into the category of Hindu fable.
This three-volume compendium of over fifty transcribed
video interviews with academics, retired soldiers, diplomats
and senior bureaucrats provides fascinating individual 
examinations of the issues assailing Canada’s Armed Forces
in the first years of the century. Flipping through it in a 
bookstore, one might at first glance think Talking Heads
Talking Arms was little more than impressively packaged bar
talk. Don’t be fooled by first appearances. Read on. The
series is considerably more than that.

The many interviews that make up Talking Heads Talking
Arms are a part of Stornoway Productions “underground
royal commission,” a much larger project that examines 
how Canada’s government processes work. These volumes
examine the state of the Canadian Forces (CF) and their 
relationship to their parent society and government. Those
interviewed range from Scott Taylor, the editor of Esprit de
Corps, to retired Chief of the Defence Staff, General Paul
Manson. All interviews were held between 1994 and 2001,
but the timings of these interviews should not put the reader
off, since their content is not in the least dated.

Recurring topics of discussion in the series are military
ethos, professionalism, the quality and nature of leadership,
education, military culture, the institutional fallout from the
Somalia incident, assessments of recent operations and the
nature of future capabilities for the CF. Each of these on its
own is a complex issue, and Talking Heads Talking Arms
deliberately makes no effort to summarize this complicated
web of opinion by putting forward a single simplistic blueprint
for the future. That is not to say there aren’t more than a few
overly-simplistic prescriptions within the pages of these
three volumes. However, on balance, each of the interviews
in this series, even if you strenuously disagree with the 
content, has something worth listening to. There is a 
leavening of common sense, and, more than a smattering of




